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1. INTRODUCTION 
In a recent paper [l] we examined the asymptotic behavior of the bounded 
solutions of 
Y’W + f” g(y(t - $1) W) = 0, tER, (1.1) 
‘0 
and of 
x’(t) + 
I 
t g(x(t - s)) da(s) = f(t), tER+, (1.2) 
0 
under the hypothesis 
fEL’O(R+j, -+ fl? f(t) = 0, W 
and assuming that the real part of the Fourier-transform of the kernel was 
nonnegative. The fact that only (F,) was imposed on the nonhomogeneous 
term forced us to prescribe (in addition to a E NBV(R +)) 
I m IdU(T)l EL’(Rf) (1.3) I 
on the size of the variation of u(t). A crucial point in our proof was the use 
of a spectral synthesis result of Pollard [2] which requires only 
a^ =def Jr e’ml da(t) E Lip,,, , i.e., 
I&J,) - a^(%)l 4 c 1% - qy, q,qER, (l-4) 
in order to be applicable. It is not difficult to show that (1.3) is a stronger 
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condition than (1.4). Because the use of (1.3) in our proof was somewhat 
technical-as opposed to that of (1.4)--we conjectured that one might be 
able to handle the (F,)-case even if (1.3) were abolished and only (1.4) 
retained. 
Below we provide a partial positive answer to this conjecture. We weaken 
(1.3) to 
I m Ida( EL2(R ‘) (1.5) I 
and as we now make no use of Pollard’s result we disregard (1.4) entirely. 
Observe, however, that (1.4) and (1.5~although not identical-are very 
similar in strength. 
The price exacted for this weakening of the size condition on a(t) is that 
g E C(R) must be strengthened to 
g(x) locally Lipschitzian. (l-6) 
Consequently, the result below leaves us with the intriguing task of analyzing 
the @,)-situation when (1.5) holds, but not (1.6). 
2. THE MAIN RESULT AND AUXILIARY LEMMAS 
Our main result is the following: 
THEOREM. Let 
yE (L”OnLAC)(R) P-1) 
be a solution of (I. 1) a.e. on R, assume that the given kernef u(t) satisfies 
aENBV(R+), (2.2) 
Re B(w) > 0, wER, (2.3) 
d(w) = 0, w E S gf {w 1 Re 6(w) = 0}, (2.4) 
0 6s s, (2.5) 
s mlda(s)IEL2(R+), (24 1 
and suppose (1.6) holds. Then 
(2.7) 
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Moreover, one has either 
y(t) = c, tER, 
where c is a constant satisfying g(c) = 0, or (the limits do exist) 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
where 
G(x) gf Ix g(u) du. 
0 
The above theorem follows immediately from Lemmas 1 and 2 below. 
(Note, however, that the full strength of Lemma 1 is not needed for the 
theorem.) We give the 
respectively. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose 
Then, for any j?nite K, 
proofs of Lemmas 1 and 2 in Sections 3 and 4, 
a(t), g(x) satisfy the hypotheses of the theorem. 
Y”E”YP, I, I Y’(s~* ds < ~0, SUP I IgMs)l*ds < 00, (2.10) YSYK R 
where 
YK 2’ {y(t) 1 y E (L”) n LAC)(R), y satisfies (1.1) 
a.e. on R, ;z[ I y(t)1 < K}. 
LEMMA 2. Let a(t), y(t) satisfy the conditions of the theorem. Suppose 
g E C(R). In addition assume 
.dYW> E L*(R). (2.11) 
Then lim,+, G( y(t)), lim,,, gi G( y(t)) exist and 
,!Trn GMO) 2 fL= WW). (2.12) 
Moreover, tf equality holds in (2.12) then (2.8) is true. 
As a rather straightforward consequence of the above theorem and of 
Lemma 3 below we have Corollary 1, which concerns the asymptotic 
behavior of a solution of (1.2). 
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COROLLARY 1. Let a(t), g(x) satisfy the assumptions of the theorem. In 
addition let (F,) hold and suppose that x E (L” f’ LAC)(R+) is a solution 
of (1.2) a.e. on R ‘. Then 
fiir x’(t) = Jiil g(x(t)) = 0. 
LEMMA 3. Let the hypothesis of Corollary 1 hold. Define I,(x), a, b by 
rc(x)= {YERI~ r, + CO such that x(t t r,) -+ y 
unt~ormly on compact sets ), 
a = !iz inf x(t), b = ;$I sup x(t). 
Then 
W’,(x)) = .:yb G(Y). 
We prove Corollary 1 and Lemma 3 in Sections 5 and 6, respectively. 
Upon examining the proof of Lemma 1 one realizes that we have in fact 
also obtained 
COROLLARY 2. Let the hypothesis of Corollary 1 hold. In addition 
suppose that f E L*(R ‘). Then 
x’(t) E L*(R +), g(W) E L *CR + 1. 
3. PROOF OF LEMMA 1 
Pick any K > 0 and any y E Y,. Multiply (1.1) by g( y(f)), integrate with 
respect o the independent variable over 
into two parts and define zI, h, H by 
q(r) = dy(r)h 
= 0, 
[-t, t], t > 0, split the integral term 
If one also applies Parseval’s relation to the term J”:, g(y(r)) 
I;+’ g(y@--3)) d a s ( Id r and estimates the right side upwards with the 
Schwarz inequality, this gives 
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(2n)-’ j ]i,(o)l* Re d(w) dw 
R 
<2H+ /I 1 m z,(r)&wr - s)) WI dr (3-l) 
iliii,,,,,R,z:(ri~*d~]1/2, 
where, by W), ci =def JR+ [l: Ida(s)/]* dr < 00, and where 
JR zl(t)eio’ dt. Write c, = SUP,,~ Re a^(~). Then, by (2.3), (3.1) 
2, =der 
I 
I i,(w) Re a^(~)[* do < c2 + (3.2) R c2 [I, IWI’ dr] “*y 
where c2 = max(4xci H, 277c,,c, h). For t > 0 we define u,, f, by 
U,(t)= Y'(7), 151 <t; ut(5) = 0, IZI > t; (3.3) 
f,(r) = 0, t < -t, 
=- i :, t gtytr - ~1) W), ld<t, 
I 
r+t = gtvtt - ~1) da(s), t > t. 7-t 
Then, as can be verified by direct substitution, 
uttr> + i zt(r - s) da(s) = ft(s>, 
a.e. r E R, 
R 
and also (use (2.6)) 
F sf sup 2n 
t.R+ 
If,(r)l’ ds ( 47ch’c; < 00. 
Hence 
2-l jR 1 zl,(w)l* dw < F + 1 Iz^t(w) Re b(w)l* dw + 1 Ii,(w) Im a^(o)j’ dw. 
R R 
(3.4) 
A suitable estimate of the first integral on the right side of (3.4) is provided 
by (3.2). To estimate the second integral we pick arbitrary E > 0, y > 0 and 
define P, Q, W by 
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P=I~lIIm~(~)l*~~,I~I~y}, 
Q= (~lIIm~(~)l*~~,l~l~y}, 
w= WI 101 > YI- 
I 
II^,Ima”]*dw<s ]z^,J*dcc. 
P I 
(3.6) 
P 
Then note that, by (2.4) and by the definition of Q, there exists 6 > 0 such 
that [Re a^(~)]’ 2.6,‘~ i Q. Hence 
- 
I 
]z^,Ima^l*do(c,f!-’ 
Q 
1 ]i,Rea^]*do<c,&‘I ]ftRea^]*dw, 
Q R 
where cj = supWER ]Im a^]*. Finally 
JW]ilImd]*dw<c,l I ifI2 dw. 
IWl>V 
From (3.4)-(3.8) it follows that 
2-‘1 Iti,)*do<F+ [l +c,6-‘]1 ]2”,Red]*do 
R R 
+E lfJ*do+c, 
I I 
124J2 dw. 
P lol>v 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
To proceed we have to remove a neighbourhood of zero from the sets over 
which the integrations on the right side of (3.9) are made. Therefore we take 
yi > 0 such that 2 Re a^(~) >d(0) > 0, ] o] < yi. By (2.5) this is possible. 
From (3.2), after some calculations, for certain a priori constants d, , d,, 
[ 
l/2 
I 
If,J*do<d, +d, 
lOl<Vl 
1 12J’dw 1 (3.10) IWl>Vl 
then follows. A priori constants are allowed to depend on the given functions 
a(t), g(u) and on K but not on the specific y(t) that we picked. From (3.2), 
(3.9), (3.10) one now has 
112 
2-l 
i 
Iu1J2 dw < c,E’ + c,6-’ Ii?J* dw 
R [, lOl>Vl 1 
+E 
I 
li,l’dw+c,j, JJ*d~, (3.11) 
PWWl>Vll 0 
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for an a priori constant c,. Let 1 be such that 
Igw-ml~~lx-Yl~ for 1x1, IYI <K. 
Then choose g, E C’(R), n = I,2 ,..., such that 
lim sup 1 g,(x) - g(x)( = 0. 
nP+m IXl<R 
Define z,Jr) by 
znt(7) = &(Y(7)>, 17lG 6 
= 0, 17) > t. 
The relations (3.12), (3.13) imply 
Define & by 
lim J ) it(o) - z^,,(o)l’ do = 0. n-u2 R 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
= 0, 171 > t. 
Consequently, for w # 0, 
2,t(m) = (im)-‘[e’“‘g,(W - epfW’ g,M-t)) - A&>1 
from which follows 
lu412 G c5 kw + 2 l4-2 lBntW12, (3.15) 
for an a priori cg. 
One next estimates the right side of (3.11) with the aid of (3.14), (3.15). 
This gives, after some calculations, for certain a priori constants csdg, 
211 J lu,(r)l’dr =I lu^,(o)l’ dw < c, S-’ t c, 6-l [J R Ij?,&)j2 dw] 
112 
R R 
+ C,[E + y-*1 j Iitr(~)l* do + &nt 
=c~~-1tc,~-1~2~JRlu”,(ry’drl(-I 
(3.16) 
t 27qL.5 t r21 
J 
lPnt(7)12 d7 + &,I, 
R 
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where, for fixed t, .s,# -+ 0 as n -+ ~13. But 
IPnt(~l < 1I %(7>l! /7l<t, 
which together with (3.3) and (3.16) yields 
j t 2% ly’(s))* ds <c, 6-l + c,6-‘A 272 --I [ ,I, ly’W12 d] “’ 
(3.17) 
+ 27K,12[& + y-‘1 J-l \y’(s)12 ds + Ent. 
--I 
As E, y can be chosen such that c,J2[& + y-‘1 < 1 one realizes that we have 
obtained the first part of (2.10). Recalling also (in this order) (3.17), (3.15), 
(3.10) one has the second part of (2.10). 
4. PROOF OF LEMMA 2 
Multiply (1.1) by g(y(t)) and integrate over [r, t]. This gives 
‘3~0)) - WY(~)) + jt g(y(s)) j- g(y(s - ~1) Mu) ds 
= -j; g(y(s)ljS~~ 
0 
g(y(s - ~1) WJ) ds. (4.1) 
Straightforward arguments making use of (2.6), (2.1 I), Schwarz’s inequality 
and the fact that suptER )g(y(t))] < 00 show that 
g( y(s - u)) da(u) ds = 0, (4.2) 
uniformly with respect o t E R. In addition 
11: dY(q-* g(y(s - u)) da(u) ds < c 1 \ i, 1~,,(412 dw, (4.3) 
where z&) = g(y(s)), r < s < t; ZJS) = 0, s & [t, t]. By (2.1 l), the right 
side of (4.3) vanishes if r, t -+ +a~, or if r, t + -co. Combine this fact with 
(4. l), (4.2). The existence of lim,,, G(y(t)) and of lim,,-, G(y(t)) follows. 
Let b denote the even extension to R of a. Then [3, Lemma 2.51 
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where 7, t E R; 7 ( t; A = JR+ 1 da(s)/. Upon combining (4.1) and (4.4) one 
obtains 
J II 
S--T 
g(y(s - ~1) 4~) 2 ds 
R 
s-t 
G4-4 GM7>> - WW) -1; gW)l:_ g(y(s - WWd] . 
[ 
(4.5) 
From (4.2), (4.5) one realizes that the assumption lim,,-, G(y(7)) < 
lim,,, G(y(7)) leads to an absurdity. Suppose lim,,-, G(y(7)) = 
lim L++oO G(y(t)). Then (4.2), (4.5) yield, after an application of Fatou’s 
lemma, 
f g(y(s-o))db(u)=O, SER. 
JR 
Finally observe that g(y(t)) E (UC n L2)(R) and that m((w ] 6(w) = 0)) = 0. 
Therefore (2.8) follows from (4.6). 
5. PROOF OF COROLLARY 1 
Suppose lim,,, x’(t) does not exist. Pick t, + co such that 
Ix'(t,)l > 6 > 0. (5.1) 
There exist cz, -+ co and z E (L”O n L2 n LAC)(R) such that (if necessary, 
take a subsequence) 
x(t + fn> -+ z(t), as n + co, uniformly on [-a,, a,], (5.2) 
I 
m z’(t) + g(z(t - s)) da(s) = 0, tER. 
0 
Without loss of generality assume 
t,-aa,+ co, as n+co. (5.3) 
Obviously, by (5.1), (5.2), z(t) f constant. By the theorem applied to z(t) we 
therefore have 
lim G(z(t)) > fiy~ G(z(t)). 
t+- cc 
Invoking, in addition, (5.2), (5.3) yields 
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and because also 
!i$ W(t)) E W,(x)), 
we have, from Lemma 3, 
But (5.4), (5.5) violate each other and so the conclusion follows. 
6. PROOF OF LEMMA 3 
From (2.7) and (F,) it follows that T,(x) is not empty. By (1.2), (2.5), 
(F,) one has 
g(z) = 0, z E T,(x). (6.1) 
Let % = infysrctxj G(y) and suppose that G, < G, =def SUP,<~<~ G(y). 
Take p E T,(x) and r-” + co such that G(p) = G, and such that x(t + r,) + p 
uniformly on compact sets. Let q be any number satisfying 
G,,,<q<G,,,; q g {G(Y) I a < Y < b; 0) = 01. (6.2) 
Such numbers do exist. Define s, by s, = sup{s ]G(x(t)) < q, I,, < t < s}. 
Then 
GW,)) = 4, (6.3) 
G(-W) < 4, ‘,,-T,,<tQs,, (6.4 ) 
for some T,, --t co. Take r, such that rn - T,, < r, ( s, , (s, - r,,) + co, as 
n + co, and such that for some y satisfying (1.1) 
x(t+ Z-9, + ZJj-1 y(t), uniformlyon ]t]<2-‘[s,-r,]. 
From (2.7) and (6.1) it then follows that there exist [n,,,~,,] c [7,, sn] and y. 
having the properties 
x(t) + Yo E T,(x), uniformly on [A,, p,], 
lim 01, -1,) = co, 
n+a, 
(6.5) 
(6.6) 
s”.p 1’” ) g(x(t))l’ dt < 00, 
Pn 
!i 6” 1 g(x(t))12 dt = 0, 
n 
(6.7) 
ji 1;: If(s)1 dz = 0. (6W 
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Write h = supIER + ] g(x(t))]. Then by (2.6), (6.6), and by the first part of 
(6.7), 
g(x(r - s)) da(s) dr 
<h ‘.,g(x(r)),zdr]‘;2[~~~[~~~,~~do(s)l]2dr] “*SO. (6.9) 
We also need the fact that by (2.6) and by the second part of (6.7), 
1 i:: g(x(rq-*” g(x(t - s)) da(s) dr 
<h ~nlgt~t~~~12d~]“2[j~~[j;~a~l~~(s)/]2d~]”2jO~ (6.10) 
From (6.9), (6.10) 
g(x(r - s)) da(s) dr = 0. (6.11) 
By (6.1), the second part of (6.2), (6.4) and (6.5), 
lim G(x(&)) = G(y,) < q. PI+* 
(6.12) 
Multiply (1.2) by g(x(t)), integrate over [A.,, sn], and use (6.3), (6.8), 
(6.1 l), (6.12). This gives 
g(x(r - s)) da(s) dr < 0, 
for all suficiently large n. By (2.3) this cannot be true. Hence G, = G, and 
Lemma 3 is proved. 
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